NEVI® SERIES
OF SICKLE SCALERS

Innovative Designs For
Effective Deposit Removal
THE NEVI® SERIES OF SICKLE SCALERS

The Nevi series has been inspired by a simple thought—improved clinician performance. Each is an example of Hu-Friedy’s commitment to quality product innovation for you and your patients.

From the unique angle of each working end to the “stay sharper longer” proprietary EverEdge® Technology, each Nevi sickle scaler is designed to help you scale efficiently and allow for access and reach into difficult areas. Plus, the ergonomic handles allow for a more comfortable scaling experience, stroke after stroke.

Keep reading to learn about each of these very special instruments and how they help you perform at your best every day, with every patient.

EverEdge®
POINTS OF PERFORMANCE

STAYS SHARPER LONGER
Revolutionary new stainless steel alloy is super-durable and it stays sharper longer. That means less time sharpening and less hand fatigue.

RETAINS DURABILITY
Our proprietary processing ensures that the superior edge retention and wear characteristics of EverEdge® Technology will last the entire life of the instrument. It’s not a superficial coating—EverEdge Technology scalers can be sharpened again and again for your best instrument value.

REDUCES HAND FATIGUE
Unique diamond knurl pattern with large diameter handle for a confident and comfortable grasp. The optimal handle weight reduces hand fatigue.

PROVIDES EXTRA COMFORT
The Comfort Zone™ cone with Signature Series’ cushioned grip provides for a smooth transition and increased comfort. Distinctive Ocean Blue color allows for easy identification.

INCREASES EFFICIENCY
EverEdge Technology scalers feature a finely-honed finish to the instrument blade for super-sharp edges and efficient scaling.

NEVI 1
SCNEVI19
SNEV1/H59

NEVI 2
SCNEVI29

NEVI 3
SCNEVI39

NEVI 4
SCNEVI49
NEVI® 4 - POSTERIOR SICKLE SCALER

Tapered dual cutting blades provide:
· Precise interproximal access for effective deposit removal

Increased shank rigidity provides:
· Powerfully effective strokes with less effort and less hand fatigue for the clinician
· Effective removal of burnished, heavy and tenacious deposits

NEVI® 3 - POSTERIOR SICKLE SCALER

Ultra slender, dual cutting blades provide:
· Effective placement in tight, narrow contacts and interproximal areas
· Precise access for effective removal of light-to-moderate deposits

Unique contra-angle bends provide:
· Superior access, reach and adaptation to posterior areas
NEVI® 2 - POSTERIOR SICKLE SCALER

Super thin, contra-angled cutting blades provide:
• Precise interproximal reach that easily reaches under the contact point
• Removal of calculus with minimal tissue trauma

Ergonomic contra-angle design provides:
• Increased clinician comfort by allowing for a neutral wrist position while scaling

NEVI® 1 - ANTERIOR SICKLE SCALERS

Two distinct working ends provide:
• Removal of anterior lingual stain and calculus on curved or flat surfaces with a round disc working end
• Removal of interproximal calculus with a small thin curved sickle scaler working end
• Also available with a larger H5 sickle working end (SCNEVI1/H59)
Join Friends of Hu-Friedy for free and learn techniques and tips on proper adaptation of each Nevi® sickle scaler!

Nevi 1 and 2
friendsofhufriedy.com/userfiles/file/Nevi Scalers.NEW.FOHF.ppt

Nevi 3 and 4
friendsofhufriedy.com/members/Nevi3and4PosteriorScalers.asp

The Nevi Series is part of your Total Periodontal Solution from Hu-Friedy.

Visit Hu-Friedy.com to learn more about all of our instruments that help you perform at your best.